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ABSTRACT 
This report mainly deals with the asymptotic behaviour of some sums 
the terms of which being simple elementary functions of the largest and/or 
smallest prime divisor of a natural number. 
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For n e: :JN, n ~ 2, let g(n) (resp. s(n)) denote the Za.rgest (resp. 
smaUest) prime divisor of n and let g(l) = s(l) = 1. 
Throughout this report p and q will exclusively denote primes while 
empty sums (resp. products) have to be interpreted as O (resp. 1). 
(1) 
The main object of this report is to show that 
' g(n) 
l s(n) ~ 
n<x 
= 
C • 1 
2 
X 
-,-.-- ' (x • oo) log x 
n2 \ -3 
where c 1 = IT l {p II -2 ( 1-q ) }. 
p q<p 




where c2 = l {p -2 II 
p q<p 
-1 ( 1-q ) }. 
For every A e: JR 
\ _1_ -- ( ~) l OA x (log x) , (x + oo), 
n<x g(n) 
= 
There is no a< 1 for which 
l - 1- = O(xa), (x + oo). 
n<x g(n) 
00 
(4) l s converges (absolutely) for Re(s) = cr > 1 and 
n=l n g(n) 
(5) 
diverges for cr < 1, 
, s(n) = 
l g(n) 
n<x 
o(x), (x + oo). 
2 
(6) I log g(n) l<n<x = o(x), (x • oo). 




< I £hl 




+ \ ..fil.!!2. < l s(n) 
n<x 
= 
s(n)<N s(~)<N s(n)>N 








1T X g(n) ~ - • -,--- , (x • oo). 12 log x 
Hence, using BROUWER's result, we obtain 
and 
1 . . f 12 1.m 1.n 2 
x• oo 1T 
lim 12 log x 
sup 2 . 2 
x+oo 1T X 
log x 
2 
' g(n) > 
• l s(~) = 
n~x 
1 . . f 12 1.m 1.n 2 
X 
• . ' g(n) < 
l s(n) = 
n<x 
= 
x• oo 1T 
1 . 12 log x 1.m sup 2 • 2 









From this it is clear that, for our purpose, it is sufficient to determine 




s(n) 1 + I p<N {! I g(n) }, n<x 
s(n)~N s(n)=p 
for some fixed NE lN. 





where pis a fixed prime. 
First let us consider the case p = 2. Then we have 














x ~ 22 • IT log x • log 2 
3 
Now let p ~ 3. The natural numbers n with the property s(n)=p can be 
described as n = p(r+mp*), (m=0,1,2,3, ••• ), or equivalently by~= r(modp*), 
* * * p where p = q~p q, (r,p) = 1 and O < r < p • Consequently we have 
I g(n) = ,__ ____ _ g(n) = p-1 + 
n~x 
s(n)=p n<x n = * 
-=r(m~d p) 
P (r,p ):t 
O<r<p 




m:::r(mod p ) 
* (r,p )=I 
* O<r<p 
Thus, we have to investig~te sums of the form 
~ r } _____ g(n) = ,_l __ 
n~x 





,_( ____ g(n), 
n~x 
n:::a(mod b) 
where b E :N is fixed (in our situation b = * p ~ 2). To this end we define 
( ) = Q_ log x Ga, b x 2 2 
7T X 





Sb(x) = _!l log x 2 2 Y g(n), (be lN, x > 0). 




REMARK. In case b > 2 the summation condition O <a< b, in the definition 
of Sb(x), may just as well be replaced by O <a< b. 
From these definitions it is clear that 
and 
so that 
Sb(x) = Y Ga b(x), 
O_:<a<b ' 
(a-;b)=l 
L G b(x) = g log x l 
a, 2 2 O<a<b 1T x n<x 
lim 
x+oo 
L G b(x) = 1. a, O<a<b 
We will write 
and 
G 
a,b = lim G b (x) x+oo a, 
whenever these limits exist. 
g(n), 
Clearly, G 1 exists for all a e Zand is equal to 1. Also, in case a, 
G exists, we have G b = G b whenever a= c (mod b). We will need the 
a,b a, c, 
following 
PROPOSITION. If G b exists then also G b exists for all m € lN and a, ma,m 
PROOF. 
G mb(x) = g log x g(n) = ma, 2 2 ...._ ____ _ 
1r x n<x 
n=ma(mod mb) 
12 log x ~ 
= 2 2 '""L ___ _ g(mk) ~ 1~ log2 x l { g(m) + g(k)} < 
1T X X k<- 1T X k<.!. 
=m =m 
k:a(mod b) k=a(mod b) 
< 1~ log2 x {g(m),: + ..._[ _____ g(k)} = 
1T X k<.! 






m x • Ga,b(:), (x > m), 
log -
m 




G mb (x) ~ 2 Ga b • ma, m , 
In a similar manner, using the obvious inequality g(mk) > g(k), one 




G mb (x) > 2 Ga b • ma, m , 
Note that the above proof also yields: 
• 




1 we have G = .!. for all 
O,b b2 We compute some Ga,b and Sb. Since GO,l = 
In particular G0 , 2 = 12 , from which we 
2 
b E lN. obtain GI , 2 = (1-G0 , 2=) 1 - 12 • 
2 
Hence s1 = 1 and S = 1-.!. • Similarly we have 2 22 
s3 = lim s3 (x) = lim{G1 /x) + G2 /x)} = 
x-+a> :x;+oo ' , 
I - lim G0 /x) 1 - G0,3 
1 
= = = 1 -2 . 
:x;+oo ' 3 
Some further examples are 
1 
= I - 52 and s6 = 
1 1 (1--)(1--). 
22 i 
More generally we have 
= f.___ __ G (x) 
O<a<b a,b 
= L G b(x) - L G (x) = 
O<a<b a, O<a<b a,b 
(a-;b)=l (a:1)> 1 
= L G b (x) - 1__ ) G (x) = 
O<a<b a, ~T<cffb O~a<b a,b 
(a-;b)=d 
= I G b (x) - 1__ I G (x) = 
O<a<b a, - I<iJb O< !!:_<b d da ,ddb 
=d d 
a b (d'd)=l 
= y G b(x) - 1__ y {1 G be;)+ od(t)}. 
O<a<b a, l<djb O<k<E, d k,-d 
= d b (k,d)=l 
Using mathematical induction and taking limits (x + 00 ) it follows that 
Sb exists for all b E lN such that 
S =1-L_ _ls, 
b l<dlb d2 E.. 
d 
which may also be written as 
l -1 S = 1. 
O<dlb d2 b d 
7 
Hence the convolution 
1 CX) 
cal functions{-} 




and {Sn}n=l is equal to E, where E(n) = 1 for all 
{-1 }CX) n € lN. Since 2 n=l and E are multiplicative it follows innnediately that 
n 
CX) {Sn}n=l is multiplicative: Smn = Sm• Sn whenever (m,n) = 1. 
In order to obtain an explicit formula for Sn we prove the following 
LEMMA. Let a be an arbitrary aompZex nwriber and define the arithmetiaaZ 
funations A and Bas foZZoos: 
A(n) a = n 
and 
B(n) a = IT (1-p ) • 
Pin 
ThenA*B = E. 
PROOF. The Dirichlet series associated with A and Bare 
and 




i3cs> = I B(n) -= (note that Bis multiplicative) 
n=l s n 
( a a a ) ( a) 1 .!.::L .!.::L .!.::L IT 1 .!.::L = = IT + s + 2s + 3s + • • • = + s 
p p p p p p -1 
A A 
Hence A(s) • B(s) = z;(s), and the lennna follows. 




Putting things together it is a simple exercise now to prove (1). 
REMARKS. The existence of the numbers G was proved only for the combina-
a,b 
tions a= O, b = 1 (BROUWER's theorem) and a= 1, b = 2 and all cases de-
rived from these by the formulas 
G = - 1 G 




a,b = G b if a - c(mod b). c, 
The existence of the remaining G was not relevant for our discussion, 
a,b 
but this existence question seems to be interesting in itself. During the 
preparation of this report it was shown by M.R. BEST (oral communication) 
that the G b do exist indeed for all a c· Z and b E lN. Moreover, he showed 
a, 
that G 
a 1 ,b 
= Ga2 ,b whenever (a1,b) = (a2 ,b) = 1. From this it is clear that 
if (d,n) = 1 then 
Hence, if (d,ab) = (a,b) = 1, then 
G =G •G • d,ab d,a d,b 
In view of the definition of the numbers G b this multiplicativity seems 
a, 
quite surprising. 
By the method of proof for (1) we may also obtain the asymptotic be-









where f is Borne function satisfying certain conditions concerning its rate 
of growth for n • co. 




X g(n) • f(s(n)) ~ c • -- , (x • co), f log x 
2 
cf= ;2 l {f(p)p-2 JI (l-q-2)}. 
p q<p 
(2). For any N E ]N we have 
I 1 I 1 s(n) < s(n) = 
n.=s_x n<x 
I s<~) + 
n<x 
I s<~) < 
n.=s_x 
s(n)<N s(n)~N s(n)>N 
< I I < \ -= l s(n) 
n.:s_x 
+ ~, (x > O). 
n.=s_x n.=s_x 
s(n)2_N s(n)>N s(n)~N 
Similarly as in the proof of (1) it suffices to determine the asymptotic 
behaviour of 
I 




s(n) 1 + I I s <~) = p~ n.=s_x 
s(n)=p 
1 + I 
p<N {; I n.=s_x 
s(n)=p 
Since the natural density of the positive integers n, having the property 
s(n) = p, is (see the description of these numbers on page 3) 
] . 1 
.1.m -
X I n.:s_x 
s(n)=p 
(2) follows easily. D 
= JI (1-.!..) 
p q ' q<p 
PROOF of (3.a). For positive x and y we define ,(x,y) = 
= #{n E lN In .:s_ x, g(n) ~ y}. Then we have (for x > I) 
9 
10 
I g(~) = Ix ..!_ do/(x,y) = .!. o/(x,y) y=x - Ix o/(x,y)dy-1 = 
n~x 1-0 Y Y y=l-0 1 
= ~ 'f(x,x) + J~ •~".;y) dy. 
Observe that o/(x,x) = [x] for x > O. In [2] DE BRUIJN showed that there are 
positive (absolute) constants Kand c such that 
where 
o/(x,y) < K x exp(-cu), (x > I; y > 2) 
u = log x 
logy. 
Hence for x > 2 we have 
Ix -2 log x < I + o/(x,2) + y K • x • exp(-c -=--) dy < 
2 logy 
Ix -2 log x < O(log x) + K • x • y exp(-c --) dy. l logy 
By the substitution y = s the last integral is transformed X 
(log x) • ( -s exp (- .£) ds = -r C -s X exp(--) dx 
s 0 s 
into 
={ -s <I> (s) dx , 
C 
where c/>(s) = exp(- 8 ), 0 < s ~ 1 and c/>(0) = O. Note that <I> is infinitely 
many times differentiable on [0,1] such that 
q,(n)(O) = O, (n=0,1,2,3, ••• ). 
11 
Hence 
-fol -s -s s=l fol -s 




__ I_ JI ~'(s)dx-s =-HI) - <f>'(l) + I JI x-sd~'(s) = 
log x O x x log x log x 0 
= ••••• 
Hence 
X S(x) = O(log x) + Ok(l) + Ok( k) 
(log x) 
proving (3.a). D 
The proof of (3.b) will be given after (4) has been established. 
n I PROOF of (4). Let S(n) = Em=l g(m) • Then, using (3.a) with some k > 1, we 
have (from now on K will de~ote a positive constant not necessarily always 
the same) through summation by parts 
00 00 
I I I I ng(n) = (S(n)-S(n-1)) • - = 
n=l n=l n 
00 00 
1 I S(n) 1 I n =-+ < - + K • -· 2 n(n+l) = 2 2 k ' 
n=2 n=2 n (log n) 
and it follows that the series under observation converges for s = 1 and 
hence (absolutely) for a~ 1. 
This result may also be proved as follows (not depending on DE BRUIJN's 
estimate for f(x,y)): 
12 
co I i 
n==l ng(n) = I + I l ( l l) = pp g(n)=p n 
1 + K • l log2 p. 
p p 
-y 1 e Here we used a weak version of MERTEN' s theorem II (1 --) ~ --- (x + co) p log x' • 
co 1 p~x 
Now suppose that L'.n=I -s-- converges for some s with Re(s) < 1. Then there 
n g(n) 
is a non-negative er< 1 for 
co 
which L'.n=l -er-- converges. Hence 
n g(n) 
()() 
I --=I+Il< I _1)= 
n=l nerg(n) pp g(n)=p ner 
> \ _1_ II 




Now we observe that 
Hence 
log (l __ 1 )-) I I I I . Ip -a II = - log(l --) > -= IX d'JT(X) er er (J ~ q ~ q ~ q 
= 'IT(:el + er Ip 'JT(X) d ~ I-er K p K p -- X > > = 




( 1 __ I )- I ( p ) p (O ) > exp K l > K k , < cr < l • 
qer og p (log p) 
We may choose k such that k(I-cr) ~ 1 + er. Then 
co k(l-er)-(l+er) 
I -- >K•Ip k 
n=I nerg(n) p (log p) 
Cl, 
= K • l p k , (a > 0), 
p (log p) 
co 1 
which clearly contradicts the assumption that L'.n=l er converges. D 
n g(n) 
= 
PROOF of (3.b)i. Suppose there exists an a< 1 such that S(x) = l - 1- = 
n~x g(n) 
a 
= 0(x ), (x + 00). Clearly we may assume a >O. Choose er such that a< er< 1. 
Then we have 
00 00 
I I 1 = (S(n)-S(n-1))- = cr cr 
:n=l n g(n) n=l n 
00 00 
sc;> (1 I S(n) • ~ - I } I 1 -cr) = = - (I + n) < 
n=l cr (n+l)cr n=l n 
a 
cr 
00 a 00 n 00 
K I n (I n) K I 1-e K I < - - e = < . cr l+cr-a cr l+cr-a 
n=l n n=l n - n=l n 
n 
Since cr-a > 0 this contradicts (4), proving (3.b). Using DE BRUIJN's more 
refined estimates for 'i'(x,y) in [2] it should be possible to obtain the 
"true" size of S(x). D 
PROOF of (5). First observe that the series 
I .!_ II ( 1 _.!_) 
1P p q<p q 
converges (to the sum I). This is a consequence of the identity 
n n 
l ~ II (I-a ) = r I - II ( 1-a ) r k=I r<k 
and the fact that 
lim II 
:ic-+oo ~ 
I (1 --) = o. q 
Furthermore we have 
whereas 
" s(n) 
l g(n) = 
ll2_X 





" s (n) 






X l g(n) 
n~x 
s(n)>N 
< X l 
n~x 
s(n)>N 
= ! I I 




~ ! l .! TI ( 1 - !) d~f R(N) = 0 (I) , (N + 00 ) • 
p>N p q<p p 
Hence 
so that 
I , s(n) 
x l · g(n) < 
n<x 
N , 1 
x <l g(n) + R(N) 
n X 
= 
11·m 1 , s(n) < sup - l -() = 
x+oo x n<x g n 
R(N). 
= 
Since R(N) + 0 when N + 00 , we are done. D 
P'ROOF £ (6) D f • ' = log n ( > 2) d 1 ' 1 Th o • e 1ne An log g(n)' n = an et Al= • en 
>. >. I 
---- = log g(n) I I n = l<n<x log n I n + l<n<x log g(n) l<n<x 
>. 
+ I n < 
I <n<x log g(n). = 
n>N 
In [5] VAN RONGEN showed that 




K._ + I ' >. 
-N log N <l n • 
n X 
= 
where y is Euler's constant. Hence 
lim sup! l loglg(n) 
x+co n<x 
= 
and it follows that (6) holds. D 
ey 
< log N' 
15 
FINAL REMARK. The sum l log g(n) may be dealt with as follows. In [3] the 
author proved that n~ 
with 
lim ! l A = a 
x-+oo n ~ x n 
a= -J00 _!_ dy(x) 
I X 
where the continuous function y:[0, 00 ) -+ lR is (uniquely) defined by 
y(x) = for Q ~ X < 
y'(x) =-.!..y(x-1) for x > 1. 
X 
Now observe that (writing a(x) = l --:}-) 
n<x n 
l log g(n) = l flog n = 
n<x n<x n 
= l (a(n) - a(n-J))log n = (writing k = [x]) 
n<x 
k-1 
= -a(l)log 2 + l 
n=l 
I 
a(n)log(I +-) + a(k)log k. 
n 
Hence, taking x = m E JN, we obtain 
m < I 
n~m 
log g(n) - a(m)log m) = - a(l) log 2 + 
m 
1 m-1 ( ) 1 n 
+ -- l ~ log(l +-) =a+ o(l), (m-+ oo). 
m n=l n n 
where a 1.s defined as above. Hence l log g(n) = a(m) log m + a•m + o(m). 
n<m 
16 
Compare DE BRUIJN [2] who showed that l log g(n) = ax log x + O(x). Fin-
ally we have for DICKMAN's sum 
I 
l<n<x 
log g(n) = 
log n l X-- ~ a• x, (x + 00). l<n<x n 
= 
Compare NORTON [4, pp.16-17]. It is also clear from [5] that 
l log n = 
l<n<:x: log g(n) 
= 
In [3] it was shown that a> y. According to DICKMAN (cf [4], p.17) 
a= 0.62433 ••• and one may check that 
ey > a-1, (ey > 1 7 > 5 - l > 1) 
· 3 - o.6 _ a · 
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